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Mastering WiresharkPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Master Wireshark and train it as your network sniffer
	
		Impress your peers and get yourself pronounced as a network doctor
	
		Understand Wireshark and its numerous features with the aid of this fast-paced book packed with numerous screenshots, and become a pro at resolving network...
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Fundamentals of Air Pollution, Fourth EditionAcademic Press, 2007
A compendium for all involved directly or indirectly in decision making about air pollution control-regulatory or engineering.     

       Fundamentals of Air Pollution is an important and widely used textbook in the environmental science and engineering community.  Written shortly after the passage of the seminal Clean Air Act...
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Labour and the Challenges of Globalization: What Prospects for Transnational SolidarityPluto Press, 2008
'Labour and the Challenges of Globalization breaks new ground by anchoring the response of labour to globalization in the strategies of individual labour movements. Through ten excellent country reports, leading labour scholars show how new struggles are emerging in the face of hyper-competition and the expanding informalisation of work. It is a...
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Atmospheric Deposition: In Relation to Acidification and Eutrophication (Studies in Environmental Science)Elsevier Limited, 1995


	In the early 1980s, the problem of acidification was acknowledged on a governmental level in

	the Netherlands as posing a major environmental threat. The concern for damage to forests

	and ecosystems, and materials and monuments, as well as for acidification of soils and

	moorland pools stimulated research and policy development. Acid...
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Business Strategies for the Next-Generation Network (Informa Telecoms & Media)Auerbach Publications, 2006
Carriers and service providers have united around the concept of the Next-Generation Network (NGN).  Although leveraging a broad basket of Internet technologies, the NGN is not being planned as the next-generation Internet. In its intention and architecture, it is more accurately described as Broadband-ISDN release 2.0.  The NGN is hard to...
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Using Sgml (Special Edition Using)Que, 1996
SGML and markup languages can make your life easier. In this chapter, you learn:

	Why markup languages are so popular
	What SGML has to do with ISO and CALS
	How SGML makes information transportable
	How SGML protects your formatting and structure
	How SGML is already gaining...
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Virtualization for Dummies AMD Special EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Virtualization is the latest in a long line of technical innovations designed to increase the level of system abstraction and enable IT users to harness ever-increasing levels of computer performance. 
  
 At its simplest level, virtualization allows you, virtually and cost-effectively, to have two or more computers, running two or more...
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Logic Pro 9 Power!: The Comprehensive GuideCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	LOGIC PRO 9 POWER! provides a complete introduction and reference for Logic Pro that covers the things that you are most likely to run into while using Logic to make music, using simple, thorough, and complete explanations. The book also explores why Logic works the way it does, so you'll not only learn the mechanics of how to do...
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Logic Pro 8 Power (Book)Course Technology PTR, 2008
“Logic Pro 8 Power!” provides a complete introduction and reference for Logic Pro in a volume less than a third the size of the Logic Pro 8 manual. It doesn’t attempt to cover everything, but it makes sure to cover the things that you are likely to run into while using Logic to make music, through simple, thorough, and complete...
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Approximation and Online Algorithms: 8th International Workshop, WAOA 2010Springer, 2011

	Networked systems for transport, communication, and social interaction have contributed to all aspects of life by increasing economic and social efficiency. However, increased connectivity also gives intruders and attackers better opportunities to maliciously spread in the network, whether the spread is of disinformation, or of contamination...
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Real-Time Volume GraphicsAK Peter, 2006

	IN TRADITIONAL COMPUTER GRAPHICS, 3D objects are created using highlevel
	surface representations such as polygonal meshes, NURBS (nonuniform
	rational B-spline) patches, or subdivision surfaces. Using this modeling
	paradigm, visual properties of surfaces, such as color, roughness, and
	reflectance, are described by means of a shading...
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Water-Quality Engineering in Natural SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	FOCUSING ON CONTAMINANT FATE AND TRANSPORT, DESIGN OF ENVIRONMENTAL-CONTROL SYSTEMS, AND REGULATORY CONSTRAINTS

	

	This textbook details the fundamental equations that describe the fate and transport of contaminantsin the water environment. The application of these fundamental equations to the design of environmental-control...
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